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About This Game

Help! A canary is lost! Was it the cat who ate it?

No, it was a kidnapping! Now our brave Grandmother and her funny cat Leonardo have to find out who has kidnapped the little
canary Twiggy and why he has done it. The criminal should be very careful: our Grandmother is a former detective, she knows

how to investigate difficult cases.

Join Grandmother and Leonardo in their search for evidence and help them to catch the criminal! You will have to deal with
multitude of ghosts and mysterious events.

Come join the investigation!

Key features:

Unique combination of Match-3 and Hidden Object

Colorful ghosts of different characters

Tons of available boosters and special elements

210 levels of pure pleasure

Adorable main characters you’ll certainly fall in love with!
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Challenging obstacles

Plot full of twists and turns
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Love it, feels like the old defender games by Midway. Gorgeous sounds, visuals, and modeling!

. Warning: May contain moon logic.. It's a whole new game.The mod developers did an outstanding job with the game.. This
game needs a lot of work. When I was playing I admitted I wouldn't remember all the keys because they were just so random
and a weird selection, H to come out of the closet R to use your flashlight in my opinion that's just weird for me.

I seen to have all the keys I need but I can't open the rest of the rooms.

Also sometimes my character seems to be being pushed all the time.

I like the fact that you can save the game but that's about it for me.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/zBcP-dCDpxs. I thought this was a really good Hidden Object game. I had no problems at all throughout the
entire game. The plot was great, the scenes were good, the games were great, the hidden objects were good, the dialogue was
good, it lasted long enough, I enjoyed every minute of the 10 hours or so it took to get through it. I've read some other reviews
that complained they had problems with finding the hidden objects and other things, so I wonder if they've played this type as
much as I, as I found it fairly typical, if not better, of this genre. I thought the storyline was especially good. I think I'll quit
reading reviews. They often cause me to not buy a game, yet when I do, 9 times out of 10 I disagree with their critiques. I guess
haters got to hate.. Nene is very smooshy and cute and cuddly. Top tier waifu.
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wanted to like this..
the game looks as if the devs went to a lot of effort.
+++ visually the game is great
--- aside from the visuals...none of it felt cyberpunk
- puzzles are underwhelming \/ not satisfying to solve
- plays like an awkward point and click game, that fails to be a point and click game
- maybe it gets better? but after 2 hours i didn't care enough about the plot, characters, gameplay to want to find out

I'm sure there's some people that might enjoy it - but it just feels like a grind... I love this game! It shows how much can be done
with just a few well selected peices. It gives me what feeling I call "The Doom Rush" I rarely find anymore.

To address the common complaints: This is an action game with some horror feel. That means you will feel cramped and that
the odds are against you. The name of the game is OVERWHELMED!. I like Nightmare on Azathoth. It's an interesting survival
game on a planet of darkness. Even daylight doesn't reach the ground, as the creatures you face push away all light on the
surface. The enemies are troublesome without being ridiculous (except for the flying head) and are original in their simplicity
(except for the flying head). I like the resource management, I like the giant floating monster that summons enemies to attack
you when it gets close enough, I like the power system.

The only thing I don't like is the flying head monsters. It's not because they are annoying, it's not because they steadily glitch out
worse and worse, it's entirely because of the fact that the flying head monster's model comes from the updated version of the
game "Eyes - The Horror Game". This was a theft, as Eyes was made by a completely different person.

But, let's try and focus on being optimistic. Maybe it wasn't theft after all. Maybe Modesto Rabena got permission and used the
model. No idea. What I do know is that it means that they decided not to make something original for the game. Even a
different looking model would've sufficed.

In the end, I do recommand getting Nightmare on Azathoth. It's difficult in the beginning because of the lack of a tutorial but,
you learn quickly by doing things. Once you learn the game becomes significantly easier but, it will still take you time to
complete, and the longer it takes the harder it will get as The Silent Ones will become more numerous. It's a fun game, and I do
enjoy it. Just wish the flying head monster wasn't so suspicious.

Edit: Upon seeing my review, the developer took time to let me know that it wasn't theft, and that they will be making changes
to the flying head in both look and glitchiness. So now I recommand Nightmare on Azathoth even more, since the developer
seems willing to fix bugs and errors in the game as soon as they are caught!. hellow! i know game makeing guy „gebelo game”
manyy ears. „geblo games” is a good man. i fine very man. he must not be judgd too harshlee for the game „littel squart things”.
never!!!! he has rtied very hard for many decades for make thw game, therefor, the game had many thing,s and sqares. there are
obstac les to fight and win towards and stars to collect for pints. vary channegling and nostalgia. yoyu may become enraged, by
the devilisch resistanse of this game. it will not let winning, and maybe you will dying but druing all time the l;ittle squar will
look at you, inquiring, jodging, perhaps thinkings, „why this ♥♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ so bad at ♥♥♥♥ing
game ?” or „i am make of smaller sqyares, i am „retroe square” of pixle, where dos it end?”. permhaps it does not think. only
look at youri n silent dispair at your incompetant boobing. or may be, you are a beatiful winning guy ? this is op to you and
brain.

is recoomend. please play nice game by nice „geblo mann” game making guy. please not to slice his throt nor pinch his as for
hardgame. he just wishes for all, to acheive thier ultmost. this end my reviw. goodby. wicked!

+gfx
+smooth controls
+sounds
+music
+gamemodes
+fast-paced
+hex. WOW
THE BEST DLC ON ANY TRAIN GAME
The level of detail is incredible, it doesn't glitch atall, you get the brilliant new HST livery and 175 and a couple of banch lines at
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Cardiff.
Newport and Cardiff areas are realistically modelled, and the extra 2 DMUs in the twin pack (Class 143 and 158 in ATW
livery) are a bargain.
Much reccomended with class 150, especially in Arriva livery, FGW 150 and 43 and you get the powerhaul class 70 with new
wagons aswell!

Despite This, the brakes on the 175 are pathetic. You have to crawl into a 4 car platfirm to be able to stop and sometimes you
STILL overrun.
Despite 10 out of 10 definately.
PS: AI IN QUICK DRIVE-one of 2 routes that have it!. b-class horror game.
-gather notes to learn story
-some puzzles
-the monster is kinda meh.
-ending is just front page of newspaper. Really fun! Would recommend! It now needs multiplayer.
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